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Techno Topia
Vesta’s Techno Topia collection features a manual cord
operated traverse system. Single and double treatments are
possible with one or two-way draws. Numerous finial options
are available to complete your decorative treatment. Most
items are stocked and available for quick shipping.

AVAILABILITY:
most items in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours.
(special order finials from European Elegance and
Geolux collections take 3 - 4 weeks, no returns)
AVAILABLE FINISHES:
BL
= black
BN
= brushed nickel
PC
= polished chrome
MATERIALS:
■ aluminum, brass
DIAMETER & BRACKETS:
11/8"D: bracket required every 5-7 feet
SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Track lengths exceeding 106" will incur significant additional freight
charges.
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ABBREVIATION KEY:
D
= diameter
H
= height
L
= length
P
= projection
W
= width
ID
= inside diameter
OD
= outside diameter
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11/8" diameter

bracket required every 5' - 7'

Techno Topia Collection
Availability: most items in stock; other items special order 3-4 weeks, no returns | Available Finishes: BL, BN, PC | Materials: aluminum, brass

inSTock

ALL HARDWARE

Pulley Housing

FINIAL COMPATIBILITY CHART (sorted by finish)
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BL

one-way draw
#911686 - 11/8"W, 23/4"L

Collection

Pages

Availability

European Elegance
GeoLux

18-21
24-27

partially stocked
special order

Collection

Pages

Availability

18-21
24-27
50-51

special order
special order
in-stock

Pulley Housing

BN

European Elegance
GeoLux (SS)
Opera

Techno

PC

Collection

Pages

Availability

European Elegance
Opera

18-21
50-51

special order
in-stock

two-way draw
#911687 - 11/8"W, 23/4"L

single bracket
#282708 - 17/8"W, 31/8"P

Techno

extended double bracket
#282727 - 21/2"W, 31/8" & 65/8"P

Ceiling Bracket

#902873 - 17/8"W, 111/16"P

Classico

inside mount
#282220 - 11/4"W, 11/16"L

End Cap

#281240 - 11/4"W, 3/4"L

Traverse Track
with cord
#289191 - 11/8"D

Glider

(white, grey, black)
#912493 - 3/4"L

Cord Tension Device
#997000 - 3"L

IMPORTANT NOTES:
The hardware in this collection
is assembled in our warehouse
according to your provided
specifications. Tampering
with the inner workings
of the traversing mechanisms
will void our responsibility.
No returns are permitted on this
highly customized product.

Weight Load Recommendations
3' - 6.5'
28 lbs.
6.6' - 13'
26 lbs.
13' - 19'
24 lbs.
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WARNING
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Young children can STRANGLE
in cord and bead chain loops
and in the loop above the cord
connector. They can also wrap
cords around their necks and
STRANGLE.
• Always keep cords and bead
chains out of children’s reach.
• Move cribs, playpens and other
furniture away from cords and
bead chains. Children can
climb furniture
to get to cords.
ANSI/WCMA 5.2.3
CORD WITH CORD CONNECTOR

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the track size it’s compatible with.
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